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Abstract– As a result of the increasing popularity of social networking websites like Facebook
and Twitter, analysis of the structure of these networks has received significant attention. The most
important part of these analyses is towards detecting communities. The aforementioned structures
are usually known with extremely high inter-connections versus few intra-connections in the
graphs. In this paper, in spite of most approaches being optimization based, we have addressed the
community detection problem (CDP) by a novel framework based on Information Diffusion
Model and Shapley Value Concept. Here, each node of the underlying graph is attributed to a
rational agent trying to maximize its Shapley Value in the form of information it receives. Nash
equilibrium of the game corresponds to the community structure of the graph. Compared with the
other methods, our approach demonstrates promising results on the well-known real world and
synthetic graphs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A social network is a complex graph-based structure composed of individuals called nodes, which are
connected by one or more specific types of interdependency such as friendship, common interest, financial
exchange, etc. which are often called edges. Recently, online social networking websites such as
Facebook, Twitter and etc., have become tremendously popular, because they let people all over the world
communicate with their friends, send emails, spread opinions on some issues, etc., in the cyberspace
without in person meetings. These online interactions on the Internet are provided by modern information
and communication technology (ICT). As a result, the way that Social Network Analysis (SNA) is dealt
with has been changed completely [1].
Graphs have often been considered as a powerful representation tool in studying social networks and
their properties since the 20th century. Graph vertices and edges are respectively regarded as the
paradigms of the entities in social networks (e.g. people and the interactions between them). Nowadays,
the emergence of computational resources, extensive data and the recent rapid expansion of these
networks to millions or even billions of vertices have produced a deep change in the way graphs are
approached [2, 3, and 4]. SNA started in the 1930s and since then has become one of the most important
topics in sociology [1, 5]. Social networks, like many other networks, show several interesting properties
such as high network transitivity [6], power-law degree distributions [7] and the existence of repeated
local motifs [8], yet the significant attribute recently under consideration is community structure' or
`clustering'; the appearance of dense connected groups, modules, clusters or communities of vertices in the
network graph and sparser connections between them [3]. In its simplest form, community structure refers
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to the existence of modules or communities with dense inter-connections versus sparse intra-connections.
A toy example network and its community structure are shown in Fig. 1.
The word community itself refers to a social context. People naturally tend to form groups within
their families, work environments and friends. Communities of social networks can be friendship circles,
groups of people sharing common interests and/or activities, etc. Furthermore, many other networked
systems including biology and computer science, have built-in communities. This property has high
applicability and therefore attracts a lot of researchers from different fields. For example, groups within
the World Wide Web correspond to web pages on the related topics [9], groups in social networks like
Facebook show knit relationships between their members [10] and they can be used to design reliable
friend recommendation systems, or groups in a metabolic network represent cycles and other functional
groupings [11]. In addition, clustering Web clients having similar interests and being geographically near
each other, can improve the performance of services provided on the World Wide Web [12]. Detecting
clusters of customers with similar interests in the network of purchase relationships between them and
products of online retailers (e.g. Amazon 4) can lead to setting up efficient recommendation systems and
improving business opportunities [13]. Moreover, clustering large graphs can help in creating data
structures to store the graphs more efficiently [14].
During the last decade, a large variety of algorithms have been proposed to solve the problem of
community detection. However, most of them work based on the structural attributes of the network such
as number of vertices, degree of each vertex, etc. [8]. In this work we address the community detection
problem as a game-theoretic approach employing Information Diffusion model and Shapley Value. As the
results show, our proposed framework performs well in detecting finer community structure of the
underlying graph. Our main contributions are as follows:
1. We introduce SID framework to analyze social network communities. In this work we address the
community detection problem as a game-theoretic approach employing Information Diffusion
model. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that this problem has been formulated in
the form of Information Diffusion concept and Game theory. The results show that, the proposed
framework outperforms other rival methods in detecting finer community structure of the
underlying graph.
2. We extend the GADM model introduced by Lahiri and Cebrian [15] to achieve a more accurate
model for Information Diffusion in social networks by defining a mutation operator. We believe
sometimes, nodes can update their information without contacting other nodes in the network,
similar to what happens in real life.
3. We provide an iterative algorithm that is guaranteed to converge to a promising solution. In this
algorithm, each node of the graph is considered as a selfish agent that tries to maximize its total
utility. The Nash equilibrium [16] of the game corresponds to the community structure of the
graph.
4. In contrast to most of the existing methods, the proposed method does not rely on the structural
attributes of the underlying network. We use a simple Information Matrix, which stands for the
amount of information exchanged between agents. This characteristic of our method helps us to
solve the problem of community detection without a need to consider basic properties of the graph
such as number of nodes, degree of each node, etc.
5. There is no parameter setting in the proposed approach as opposed to the other similar methods
which rely on several parameters.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, a brief review of the state-of-the-art
methods is presented. Then, in Section 3, we describe our proposed framework in detail. Our results on
different real-world and synthetic datasets are described in Section 4. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
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2. RE
ELATED WORK
W
The problem
m of commuunity detectiion is a longg standing reesearch appeearing in varrious forms in several
disciplines including soociology and
d computer science. Thee first analysis of comm
munity structture dates
back to 19227 and the woork carried out
o by Stuart Rice [17, 18
8], which loo
oked for clustters of peoplle in small
political boddies, based on
o the similaarity of their voting patterrns. In 1955,, Weiss and JJacobson seaarched for
work groupps within a government
g
agency
a
[19].. The authorrs studied the matrix of working relaationships
between aggency membbers who were identifieed by mean
ns of privatee interviewss. Work gro
oups were
separated bby removingg the memb
bers workingg with peop
ple of diffeerent groupss who acted
d as their
connectors. This idea off cutting the bridges betw
ween groups is at the corre of several modern algo
orithms of
community detection. Traditional
T
teechniques to find commu
unities in soccial networkks are hierarcchical and
partitioned clustering, where verticces are joinned into groups accordin
ng to their mutual similarity. In
general, traaditional techhniques to find
f
communnities in soccial network
ks are hierarc
rchical and partitional
p
clustering, w
where verticees are joined
d into groups according to
o their mutuaal similarity.
Indeedd, several woorks have been done inn the literatu
ure which caan be categoorized into two main
groups: opttimization methods
m
and methods
m
witth no optimiization, whicch search forr some predetermined
structures. F
From these methods
m
one can refer to the works done by Girvaan and Newm
man in 2002 and 2004
introducing two importaant concepts ‘edge betweeenness’ [10
0] and ‘modu
ularity’ [20] , the work of
o Brandes
and Erlebacch which coins the term
m ‘conductannce’ [21] and
d the work done
d
by Pallla et al. [22]]. In [10],
Girvan and Newman prroposed a neew algorithm
m to identify
y edges lying
g between coommunities which by
their successsive removval, the isolaation of thee communities happens. The inter-ccommunity edges are
detected acccording to the values of a centraality measuree, the edge betweennesss that exprresses the
importance of the role of
o the edges in processess where sign
nals are transmitted acrosss the graph following
paths of minimal lengthh. That work
k triggered a huge activitty in the field where manny new meth
hods have
been propoosed in recennt years. In particular, pphysicists en
ntered the game,
g
bringiing in their tools and
techniques ssuch as spin models, opttimization, peercolation, random walks, synchroniz
ization and etc., which
rapidly becaame the maiin ingredientts of new orriginal algoriithms. The field
f
has alsoo taken advaantages of
concepts annd methods from
fr
computeer science, noonlinear dyn
namics, socio
ology and disscrete mathem
matics.
In com
mparison witth the previo
ous discussioons, very few
w works hav
ve been donne based on the game
theory (Seee for examplee [23, 14]). These
T
workss address thee problem off community detection by
y a gametheoretic fraamework in which nodess of underlyiing social neetwork graph
h are consideered as ration
nal agents
who want too maximize their payofff according tto some criteerion. The work
w
done in [23] can alsso support
the overlappping conceptt. In this worrk, the differeence between
n gain functiions and losss functions iss used as a
utility functtion for eachh of the agen
nts and the N
Nash equilibrrium of the game revealls the final division
d
of
the graph. T
The gain funnction used in
n [23] is baseed on the Modularity con
ncept [24] annd the loss function
f
is
defined as a simple lineear function with
w respect to the numb
ber of membeership labelss. In general, the merit
of using thee game-theorretic method
ds is that theey are ground
ded with a systematic thheory for forrmation of
communitiees in the neetworks, as in the real world, whicch communities are forrmed based on some
purposes, noot for optimiizing some lo
ocal or globaal objectives..

Figg. 1. Toy exam
mple network and its comm
munity structurre (Each circlee
with
w dotted boorder shows a community)
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3. PROPOSED METHOD
a) Motivation
It is necessary for everyone to make a friendship with those who have something valuable to share.
Informative human-human social interactions motivated us to assign the community formation problem in
social networks to a play of interactions between their constituents, i.e. people.
Game theory is a good tool to capture both the behavior of individuals and strategic interactions
among them [14], because it can model strategic interactions between rational, autonomous and intelligent
agents mathematically. In this study, based on the work done by Alvari et al. [25] we consider the
community detection problem as a game in a multiagent environment and ascribe each vertex of the
underlying graph to an agent. These agents try to form communities based on their Shapley values by
joining to communities with total useful information for them. To quantify the information exchanged
between agents, we use the formulation in [15]. Finally, the Nash equilibrium of the game corresponds to
the clustering of the network. In the next section, we first explain the information diffusion concept used
in our framework and then our game-theoretic approach is explained in detail.
b) Information Diffusion in Social Networks
Diffusion processes take place in social networks and we can use these processes to model different
phenomena in the world surrounding us such as the spread of computer and human viruses, and the
information about an invention or idea. Obtaining accurate information about these processes is difficult;
therefore, we will use diffusion models to describe their behavior. A diffusion model probabilistically
indicates a process of diffusion takes place and spreads through a social network [15].
Information diffusion is a special kind of diffusion process in which information spreads through
vertices of a social network. Here, information is considered as specific details about an innovation or an
idea. There exist two well-known probabilistic models for information diffusion, the Independent Cascade
model and the Linear Threshold model [18, 26, 27]. Recently, Lahiri and Cebrian [15] proposed a new
model based on canonical Genetic Algorithm [28] paired with Holland’s hyper-defined objective functions
[29], namely GADM (Genetic Algorithm Diffusion Model). In the following, formal definition of the
diffusion model is given.
Definition1.A diffusion model maps current state vector of a vertex to a new state vector. Given a
graph
,
and a state vector
for every vector ∈ at time , this model outputs a new state
vector
for every vertex at time
based on the state of all interacting vertices [15].
We now explain the GA Diffusion Model (GADM) [15] which we will use in our proposed
community detection algorithm. Lahiri and Cebrian showed that canonical Genetic Algorithm, which uses
binary string chromosomes and one-point crossover, can be used as a model for information diffusion
process. Their work deals with dynamic social networks where a set of vertices
,…,
interacts
over time periods. Furthermore, a mapping exists between these individuals and chromosomes in the
GA population. Chromosomes are state vectors of individuals at each time step . These state vectors are
binary string with length . Initial state vectors can be set to zero or one can use a random distribution to
initialize them. Additionally, an objective function
which assigns a score to each vertex state vector
is needed. For each edge , in the social network at time step , logic of canonical genetic algorithm is
applied to the corresponding chromosomes in the GA population. GADM algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, state vectors are modified and adopted based on crossover operator and
objective function, resulting in the occurrence of diffusion process in the social network. Obviously, we
have a missing component here, and that would be an objective function to bring meaning to the mapping
between the state vectors of a node and chromosomes in GA population.
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Algorithm
m 1. GADM
1.

Inpuut: Initialize statee vectors of nodees

2.

Outpput: New state veector for nodes and .

3.

Repeeat{

4.

Set

5.

Select a random croossover point c between

,

6.

Creaate

and

7.

Upd
date state vectorss:

8.

Untiil (All interaction
ns are checked)

an
nd

and

and

to

and

.

.

byy swapping the ta
ails of

.

,

where the taiil is defined as alll positions incluuding and after index
i
c.
,

and

,

,

.

To filll the aforementioned gap
p, Holland hhyper-defined objective functions (H
HDFs) [29] which
w
are
synthetic obbjective funcctions can bee used in GA
ADM algoritthm. HDFs are
a constructted from a predefined
p
schema, a sshort substriing with wildcards startiing at a speccific position
n. Schemas take place at
a random
positions w
within the striings. At first, schemas arre relatively short and wee call them oorder 1 schem
mas. Pairs
of such schhema are conncatenated to
o generate orrder 2 schem
ma and so on. Moreover, each schemaa receives
an individuual positive or
o negative score
s
generatted randomly from somee range. At tthis point, HDFs
H
take
binary strinngs as input and return an
a objective score that is
i the sum of
o the scoress of all the individual
i
schemas it ccontains[15].
The foollowing is an
a example demonstratin
d
ng the generration of a simple HDF which takess a binary
string of lenngth
as an inputt. The asterissk (‘*’) show
ws a characteer that matchhes both zero
o and one
(‘don’t caree’ character).
Supposse that we haave a toy network exampple shown in Fig. 2. Now we can evalluate each no
ode’s state
vector usingg the HDF discussed
d
abo
ove. As an iinstance, evaaluation of nodes
n
8 and 12 objectivee values is
depicted in the figure:
*******01** score 1, order 1 schema
***11****** score 1, order 1 schema
10********* score 2, order 1 schema
10*11****** score -2, order 2 schema
10*****01** score 3, order 2 schema

1011100010
score: 1+1+2-2+
+3=5
0001110001
score: 1

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) A toy network eexample with 13 nodes. (b) Evaluation
of nodes 8 aand 12 objectiive values

DM, each scchema is a ‘unit’ of infoormation and
d different scchema carriees different values.
v
As
In GAD
we mentionned before, every
e
individual in a soocial network
k has a state vector. Thhese state veectors can
contain diffferent schem
ma’s, which means
m
every individual caarries certain
n pieces of innformation. Each
E
time
a pair of noodes interactts with each
h other, theyy randomly exchange
e
infformation baased on the crossover
operator. Thhis process could
c
result in
i either bothh nodes gain
ning more information thhan they had before or
no benefit fr
from interactiion.
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There is a key difference between GADM and earlier studies on information diffusion such as [18]
[26] [27]. GADM is able to model the propagation and spread of multiple ‘units’ of information from
individual to individual. These different units can interact in non-linear and complex ways based on a
randomly generated HDF in order to affect the total ‘information value’ of each individual. The objective
is to estimate the average information value of each node after multiple random HDFs and state vector
initializations, in order to determine whether every individual in our social network is positioned to
receive the same amount of information as a result of their interactions with other individuals.
Lahiri and Cebrian [15] used GADM to model information flow between people as they exchange
emails. To test their method they used Enron email dataset. Their results indicated that only a small
portion of vertices in a social network receive more information than others, regardless of how much they
start with. This term is called ‘information elitism’ and they showed that it is not simply related to a trivial
network property such as degree. To put it simply, one might assume that a vertex with high income
degree may contain more information than others, but the correlation between the final information value
of nodes and their degree shows absolutely the opposite. As a result, a community detection method based
on this feature, is independent from network structure.
c) Framework
In this section, we provide our proposed information diffusion model (Extended GADM or
EGADM), how we use information diffusion in our model and rigorous mathematical formulation of our
framework. We need to introduce some notations and parameters used in our work as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Definitions of symbols
Sym.
G
n, m
S
si
I
Iij

Definition
Undirected and unweighted graph
Number of nodes and edges
Set of strategies of all agents
Strategy of agent i
Shapley value of agent i
Information Matrix
Information that agent i received from agent j
Equals 1 if agents i and j are in the same community

In order to use ‘information elitism’ phenomena in our method, we have to store information that is
exchanged between nodes. Each node can either receive information from others or give them new units
of information through crossover operation. Here, the interpretations of
and
are different from
what is actually used in GADM.
stands for the state vector of node before an interaction with node
while
is the state vector of node after the interaction with node . In addition to the crossover
operator used in GADM, we use mutation operator in order to make the information diffusion model
stronger. We believe that, sometimes, nodes can update their information without contacting other nodes
in the network and that is what happens in real life. The new information diffusion model algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 2.
To avoid the bias of randomness we run multiple trials with different HDFs and state vectors
initialization. In each run, we store the information exchanged between two nodes in a matrix called
Information Matrix I. These values are normalized with respect to the maximum exchanged value after
each run. What we need over multiple trials is the average of these values which we call ‘average
normalized information’ or ANI:
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where superscripts show the information matrix of ith iteration and I is the final Information Matrix.
Algorithm 2. EGADM
1.

Input: Initialize state vectors of nodes

2.

Output: New state vector for nodes and .

3.

Repeat{

4.

Set

5.

Select a random crossover point c between

6.

Create

7.

Update state vectors:

and

and

and

to

and

.

.

by swapping the tails of

,

.

and
,

8.

Do mutation on each bit of

9.

}

and

where the tail is defined as all positions including and after index c.
and

,

,

based on mutation probability

,

.

.

10. Until (All interactions are checked)

Regarding what has been discussed so far, we put each vertex down to a rational agent that just thinks
about maximizing its Shapley value. In doing so, whenever it is selected from a pool of agents, it
periodically makes personal decisions while it is involved in the game. Later on this agent decides whether
to join a new community, leave one of its communities or switch from a community to a new one.
After all, new Shapley value for the selected agent is calculated according to (2) and its old value is
replaced by the new one.
∑ ,


is a characteristic function that assigns a value to each subset of C. Here C is a
where : 2 →
community which consists of one or more nodes. For this agent the Shapley value is defined as:


Φ

!

∑



∪

is the set of players appearing before the ith player in set . In
where Ω is the power set over C and
this framework, the best response strategy of an agent i with respect to the strategies S-i of other agents is
calculated by:


⊆

Φ

,



The strategy profile S forms a pure Nash equilibrium of the community formation game if all agents play
their best strategies. In other words, in Nash equilibrium no agent can improve its own utility by changing
its strategy; that is each agent is satisfied with the current utility:


∀,

,Φ

,

Φ



,

Since reaching global Nash equilibrium is not feasible in this game, we used local Nash equilibrium
[30]. The strategy profile S forms a local equilibrium if all agents play their local optimal strategies. Here
ls(si) refers to local strategy space of agent i:
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Finally, the algorithm of the proposed method, namely SID, is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3.SID
1.
Input: underlying network graph G.
2.

Output: community as a final division of G.

3.

Initialize each node of G as an agent.

4.

Initialize community as a set of all communities.

5.

I = EGADM(G) or GADM (G) //Create Information Matrix

6.

Repeat{

7.

Choose a random agent from pool of agents.

8.

Choose the best operation among join, leave, switch or no operation
according to (4).

9.

}

10. Until (local Nash equilibria is reached)

4. EXPERIMENTS
We have mentioned earlier that the proposed approach can perform well in detecting communities in
social networks. To illustrate this, we now present our experimental results on the well-studied real-world
datasets and two popular synthetic networks. We compare our algorithm with three decentralized
algorithms and one centralized algorithms. We use two evaluation metrics to show the performance of our
algorithm: Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [31] and Modularity Q [32]. Table II shows algorithms
and parameter settings we have used for our experiments respectively. We have implemented all of the
algorithms in JAVA on a system with 4G of RAM and Intel CPU 2.53 GHz for the purpose of fair
comparison.
Table 2. Algorithms used for experiments and their parameters (D=Decentralized, C=Centralized)
Algorithm
HA [33]
MMC [34]
InfoMap [10]
LPA [35]

Type
D
D
2.65,
C
None
D
None

Parameters
0.1,
0.05
0.9,
1.08,

2,

0.7,

0.1

LPA and HA are different varieties of basic label propagation methods while MMC is a label
propagation method which uses labels to show information. InfoMap is a centralized method which is
based on “unfolding” technique.
d) Evaluation
1. Normalized mutual information (NMI) [31]: We often use normalized mutual information to measure
the similarity between found partition and the ground trust partition. Assume that we have two partitions
called P and Q. We form a matrix N in| | | |.
Element Nij of the matrix N shows the number of common nodes of the ith community of P and jth
community of Q. In addition, we show the sum of ith row with Ni. and the sum of the jth column with N.j.
NMI is in range [0, 1] and is defined as follows:


,

∑
∑

| |

.

| |

∑

| |
. .
.

∑
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2. Modulaarity [32]: As
A stated abo
ove, we can uuse NMI onlly when the ground trustt structure is provided.
However,, in some sppecial cases,, we have too test the allgorithm on some synthhetic datasetss with no
ground truust and that’s when modu
ularity will ccome in hand
dy.
Althouugh this meassure has draw
wbacks and bbecomes unrreliable when
n our network
rks are too sp
parse [25],
modularity is the most popular
p
qualitative measuure in detectting commun
nities in sociaal networks. Formally
modularity is defined ass follows:
∑


where k is tthe number of
o revealed communities,
c
, L denotes the
t total num
mber of edgess, and ds is th
he sum of
degrees of nnodes in com
mmunity S.

Fig. 3. SID best reesult on Amerrican College Football
F
netw
work

e) Dataset
hree well-knoown real-wo
orld benchm
mark networkks and two synthetic
We exxplain our reesults on th
networks inn this sectionn. Experimen
ntal results oon these dataasets demonstrate that ou
our approach performs
well, both oon real-worldd and synthettic datasets.
1. Benchmaark Network
ks:
a) Americann College Foootball Netwo
ork: As a finnal test on reaal-world dataa, we turn too the Americaan college
football nettwork whichh represents the schedulle of gamess during the 2000 seasoon. This netw
work was
previously used by Girrvan and Newman (M. Girvan and
d M.E.J. Neewman 20022) and its co
ommunity
structure is known. Thee network contains 115 nnodes and 616 edges. Eacch node reprresents a foottball team
and each eddge shows a game betw
ween two teaams connectted to each other.
o
Team
ms are divideed into 12
conferencess and we cann consider eaach conferennce as a com
mmunity in th
his case. It ooccurs that gaames held
between teaams of the saame conferen
nces are moree than gamess played betw
ween differennt conferencees.
The reesults on thiss network in
ndicate that tthe proposed
d approach detects
d
most conferencess correctly
except for a few teams, Connecticut (42) and Naavy (80) from
m IA, Independent and M
Middle Tenneessee State
(63) from S
Sunbelt. To the
t best of our knowledgge, the reason for this miisclassificatiion is that th
hese teams
play more ggames with teams
t
in oth
her conferencces rather th
han with the teams in theeir own grou
ups and in
this way thhey receive more
m
inform
mation from other associiations. As a result, thesse teams ten
nd to join
June 2013
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associationss with whichh they play more
m
games. T
To overcomee this problem in our alggorithm and as
a a future
work, one ccan use a fuunction to co
ontrol each nnode decision
n for joining
g new comm
munities. Fig. 3 shows
communitiees found by our algorithm on the Am
merican colllege footballl network. T
The performaances of a
variety of allgorithms onn this networrk in the form
m Modularity
y and NMI arre depicted in Table 3.Ass it can be
understood,, SID perform
ms better thaan other methhods on this dataset. Ressults shown iin Table 3 arre average
from 100 ruuns.
Table 3. The Averagee Results of 1000 Runs By SIID, HA, MMC
C, LPA and inffomap
Q
Dolph
hin Football
S
SID
8 0.598
0.538
H
HA
0.449
9 0.595
M
MMC
0.526
6 0.597
AOC-d 0.447
A
7 0.575
L
LPA
0.450
0 0.591

Karate
0.373
0.300
0.371
0.368
0.362

NMII
Dollphin Footba
all
0.838
0.715
0.707
0.885
0.579
0.927
0.555
0.899
0.710
0.892

Karate
1.00
0.754
1.00
0.761
0.751

b) Dolpphin Networrk: The dolp
phin networkk represents the relation
nships of 622 bottlenose dolphins,
introducced by Lusseeau [36] con
nsisting of 622 nodes and
d 159 edges. Based on Luusseau's obsservations,
these doolphins weree divided into
o two group s because off some reasons. The perfformances off a variety
of algorrithms on this network in the form M
Modularity and
a NMI is depicted
d
in T
Table III.Fig
g. 4 shows
commuunities found by our algorrithm on the Dolphin netw
work.
c) Zachhary Karate Club Networrk: The Zachhary karate club
c
network
k [37] whichh consists off 34 nodes
and 78 edges showss relations beetween thesee nodes stand
ding for club members. T
This network
k is widely
used as a benchmarkk for commu
unity detectioon algorithm
ms. The Zachary karate cllub network is divided
wo roughly equal-sized
e
groups
g
due tto the disag
greement bettween club aadministrato
or and the
into tw
principaal karate teahher, represen
nted by nodee 34 and node 1 respectiv
vely. Our appproach disclo
oses these
two grooups perfectlyy. Figure 5 shows commu
munities found
d by our algo
orithm on thee Zachary neetwork.

F
Fig. 4. GID beest result on do
olphin datasett (Divided into
o two groups correctly
c
withh NMI=1.00)
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Fig. 5. Zachaary karate club
b ground truthh. reprinted fro
om ref (Newm
man and M. Giirvan 2004)

2. Syntheetic networkss:
a) GN SSynthetic Networks: GN synthetic neetwork is probably the mo
ost popular ccommunity generation
g
model [[38]. This model
m
contain
ns four comm
munities and
d 128 nodes in which eac
ach node has the same
expecteed degree-16. There existts a mixing pparameter which contrrols the ratioo between the external
degree with respecct to commu
unity and ddegree of a node. The results show
wn in Fig. 2 are the
perform
mances of SID
D, MMC, LP
PA,HA and InfoMap. Ev
very point in
n this figure is the averaage of 100
runs forr each algoritthm.
The num
mber of com
mmunities is fixed to fouur in GN syth
hetic networks and our aalgorithm detects only
four commuunities in eaach run whiile other alggorithms succh as Sharc sometimes finds more than four
communitiees. As we cann see in Fig.. 6, the propoosed approacch performs extremely w
well when thee value of
mixing paraameter is low
wer than 0.45
5. Finally, thhe NMI valu
ue approachees to zero whhen we set th
he mixing
parameter too 0.5, similarr to HA and LPA.

Fig. 6. Algorithms
A
Perrformances on
n GN Synthetiic Network

b) LFR
R Synthetic Networks:
N
Recently
R
Lanncichinetti [3
39] proposed
d a method to generate synthetic
networkks in which we can con
ntrol both, tthe distributtion of degrees and com
mmunities siizes. This
attributee of LFR meethod covers the GN syntthetic networrks drawback
ks and, as a rresult, it is beecoming a
commonly used meethod to gen
nerate syntheetic network
ks. It is realiistic, reasona
nable and alsso able to
generatee networks with
w overlap
pping commuunities. For this
t experiment, the maxximum degreee of each
node iss 50 and thhe average degree
d
is 200. The expo
onent of the degree disttributon is set to -2.
Commuunities have between
b
20 to 50 nodes and 20 to 10
00 nodes and
d we call theem small com
mmunities
and bigg communitties respectiv
vely.The peerformances of differentt algorithmss compared with our
algorithhm, applied on
o two diffeerent networkks with smalll and big co
ommunities iis shown in Fig. 7.As
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can be sseen in this figure,
f
SID performs
p
bettter than almo
ost all the oth
her methods when
. , while
LPA annd HA reach zero at
. . Whenn
. , nearly all off algorithms perform equ
ually.
́

Networks: Finally,
F
we cconduct an ex
xperiment on
n Erd s-R ́ yn
yni random neetworks.

This meethod

(a) Small commuunities (20-50) – 1000 nodees

(b) Big communnities (20-100)) – 1000 nodes
Fig. 7. Algo
orithms Perforrmances on LFR
L Synthetic Network

generates raandom netw
works which contain no communitiees and mean
ningful relattionships bettween the
nodes. Lanncichinetti ett al. (Lancichinetti andd Fortunato 2009) mentioned that it is essenttial for a
community detection algorithm
a
to identify a random nettwork with no communnity structure. In this
experiment,, the networkk takes different sizes off 100, 500 an
nd 1000. Thee results shoow that GID considers
all nodes ass a single com
mmunity wh
hile other alggorithms exccept MMC grroup nodes iinto several small size
communitiees. Althoughh MMC gets the same reesult as we do,
d its results depend strrictly on sev
veral input
parameters.
mplexity
f) Time Com
SID is able to handdle real-worlld social meddia datasets in a reasonable time perriod. As it caan be seen
in Table 4, tthe computattional time of
o SID runninng on Flickr and BlogCattalog datasetts is about 7 hours and
2 hours resppectively. Despite the high computattional cost of SID, our method
m
dealss well with changes
c
in
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datasets structure. In this case, it is not necessary to run SID on the whole network from scratch and we
only need to compute information exchanges between newly added nodes and the ones that communicate
with them. Since community detection is usually a time-consuming task in large social media datasets and
it becomes worse if an algorithm is not able to deal with relatively small changes. The aforementioned
feature of SID helps us to overcome this drawback.
The total order of our framework is
. SID consists of two phases: EGADM
(Offline) and Game Theoretic Framework (Online). The first part needs
where
is the
number of multiple runs of EGADM to avoid randomness is. On the other hand, the second part of the
algorithm needs
where is the degree of each node and is the number of times each
node is selected for personal decision.
g) Mega networks
Also, as an additional experiment, to show applicability of our method in real-world networks, we
apply our method on a random sample of Facebook database with 1,000,000 nodes. It must be mentioned
that community detection needs to be validated using known and existing communities and in this sample
database, we could not access such data to evaluate the NMI. However, this part of our experiment is
interesting for us only for the scalability point of view. So, the accuracy is not the matter here. Our method
can detect 22371 communities in only 35 seconds using an Intel cori7 processor and 16GB of memory. It
is somehow promising to show that the method is completely scalable and can be applied on Mega
networks easily.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, we have proposed a Game theoretic framework based on Shapley value of the vertices and
Information Diffusion Model to identify community structure of the underlying network graph. In this
framework each node of the graph is considered as an agent that calculates Shapley value for each
community it has a connection with. Specifically, each selected agent chooses between join, leave and
switch operations iteratively. The Nash equilibrium of the game corresponds to the community structure of
the network.
The results demonstrate our method’s superiority over other well-known methods. For future work,
the proposed framework can be easily extended to be used in dynamic social networks. In addition,
different models for information diffusion in social networks can be used.
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